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Abstract . CoaepxaHHe . Streszczenie

The aim of this paper is to show how 30 called simulations 
of Petri nets (or firing processes) can he described in an axio
matic way, and how they can represent other processes.

A general formal theory of simulations of Petri net3 is con
structed. Having 3uch a theory one can extend it hy adding axioas 
that specify a concrete Petri net (and possibly its initial sta
te). Then the resulting theory describes simulations of the con
crete Petri net so that theorems of this theory express proper
ties of the simulations, and can be proved in a formal way.

It is shown that representing a process as a simulation of 
a Petri net means modelling of a theory of the process in a the
ory of the corresponding simulation.

The approach is subjective one, i.e. descriptions of firing 
processes sire ones from the point of view of an observer.

SopMiiJibHHe TeopzB ce ie f i Hatpn h cooTBeicTsyBicHx hm nposeccos

3 paOOTe ^aeica aKcaoHaiH^iecKoe oiracaHHe cexefi üoîpH a 
nponeccOB, cooTBeicTByiomHi ceiav ODTpis. CipomcH oCçaa $opii&Ji&- 
Hae Teopna t&kkx npoueccoa. B pe3yjn>xaie BKXB»jeHza axcnox 0 

cipyKiypax ceiefi sia Teopp.a npeBpa^aeica b TeopKJc nponecccB, co- 
OTBeTCTBynKHX ceTÆ<j KOKxpeiKhix xanOB. S pesyjitiate cBOgcTsa 
npoaeccOB npespacaioTca a oCbt^KKe xeopeun h uoryi Cxïb soxasam 
cpeiCTBaMK aorsKH.
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noK8.3biB&eTCA, *ito npe,ęctaBJieHBe npoueccoB ceTSMH IIsipH 
O B O A H ic a  k  M o a e jiH p o B a E E »  o s H o a  T eop K H  b  A p y r o f i .

T a ic o fl n o^ xo A  H B J ise T C fl c y O ie K T K B H ła i b  t o m  c M u c j ie ,  t u 0 n p o  

u e c c H  o n H C Ł iB a io T cs  c  t o «i k k  3 p e H H s  H a 6 a » A a T e a a .

Formalne teorie sieci Petri i ich symulacji
W pracy podano aksjoiratycsny opis sieci Petri i procesów 

ich symulacji.
Skonstruowano ogólną teorię formalną sieci Petri i ogóną 

teorię formalną symulacji takich sieci. Przez dołączwnie aksjo
matów o sieciach teorie te można rozszerzać do teorii symulacji 
konkretnych sieci. Własności procesów symulacji stają się wtedy 
twierdzeniami i mogą być dowodzone zwykłymi środkami logicznymi*.

Pokazano też, że reprezentacja procesów jako symulacji 
Sieci Petri sprowadza się do modelowania jednej teorii w innej*

Zastosowane podejście jest subiektywne w tym sensie, że 
procesy są opisywane z punktu widzenia obserwatora.



1. PETRI NET3 Aiffi TiïSIR SIMULATIONS

Usually, a Petri net la defined as a quadruple

(1) S = IC,E,Pre,Post)

where C,E are 3oae disjoint sets, Pre £  Cx$, Post £ ExG, the 
sets Pre, Post-1 = {(c,e)i le,c)ePo3t] are disjoint, and each 
0 6 0, e g E  occurs in at least one of the pairs of Pre or Post.

Elements of C ore called conditions (they usually represent 
conditions which can exist in a system). Elements of E are called 
events (they represent changes which can occur in the system).
The conditions c e C  such that (c,e)£Pre are called preconditions 
of the event e. The conditions c t C  such that (e,c)èPost are 
called postconditions of the event e.

A state of a Petri net like (1) is a subset SfeC. The con
ditions c e S are called holding in the state 3. The remaining 
conditions ccC'o.S are called not holding in S. An event e € E  is 
called flreable in S when all of its preconditions hold in S and 
all of its postconditions do not held in S.

Each fireable event e aay fire. In the case of a conflict
i.e. of several fireable events with common pre- or postcondi
tions only one of the events may fire. Any firing of e consists 
in replacing the set S (of holding conditions) by another sec S' 
lof the conditions which hold after the firing;. The ¿recondi
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tions of e (which hold, i.e. belong to S) become not holding con
ditions (they axe not included in S'). The postconditions of e 
(which do not hold, i.e. do not belong to S) become holding con
ditions (they are included in S'). The remaining conditions of S 
and S' are the same (i.e. the conditions which are not pre- or 
postconditions of e do not change). The firing process continues 
if there is in S' a fireable event or terminates if no more fi-t
ring can occur. Any such firing process is called a simulation of 
the Petri net.

2. FORMAT, THEORIES OF PETRI NETS

To describe in a formal way simulations of Petri nets we 
first construct formal theories of Petri nets.

He introduce primitive notions concerning Petri nets, and 
formulate axioms that are satisfied in every Petri net.

The primitive notions are given by the predicates:

Pre(c,e) (c is a precondition of e)
Post(e,c) (c is a postcondition of e)

Having them one can defines

(D1) C(x)<=* (3 y)Pre(x,y) ]/ ( 3y)Post(y,x)
(C(x) means: x is a condition)

(D2) E(x)<=> ( 3 y)Pre(y ,x) \J ( 3y)Post(x,y)
(E(x) means: x is an event)



and characterize Petri nets by the following axioms:

IN1) Pre(x,y )=̂ -'■'Postt.y ,x)
IK2) C U ) = » ~ E ( x )

These axioms, together with (Dl),tD2) and with the usual 
predicate calculus axioms, may be considered as axioms of a 
general Petri net theory yin brief GOT). As Petri nets exist 
and are models of GOT the theory GOT is consistent.

Theories of Petri nets of special sort3 or of concrete Petri 
nets can be obtained from GOT by adding to GOT some special 
axioms. .Ve call such theories Petri net theories (OT) and iden
tify by appropriate indices.

For instance, the system consisting of four balls, which 
move along a circle and change moving directions because of col
liding one with another, can be represented by the Petri net:

(2i N1 = lC,3,Pre,Post)

with C ={lR,1l,2R,2l,3R,3l,4R,4l}, 2 = {e12,e23,e34,e4l} , Pre = 
{(1fi,e12),t2L,e12),(2rt,e23),i3I-,e23),l3£,e34),(4L,e34),(4H,e4l),
(11,e41 )} , Post ={(e12,1l),(e12,2R),(e23,2l),(e23,3R),(e34,3l), 
le34,4R),(e41,41),(e4l,1R)}. Here, LR means that the i-th ball is 
moving clockwise, il that it is moving counter-clockwise, and eij 
means a collision of the i-th and j-th balls. The net can be il
lustrated as follows:

-  ?  -
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and can be specified by introducing the constants 1R,1L,2R,21, 
3R,3L,4R,41,e12,e23,e34,641 and adding to GOT the axioms:

(B1) Prelc,e)<=>Pre(1R,e12) V Pret2i,e12) \/?re(2R,e23)V 
Pre(3L,e23)VPre(3S,e34) \/Prel4L,e34)V 
Prel4R,e4l)\/ Prel1L,e4l)

(32) Post!e,c)<=*Post(e12,11) V Postle12,2R)VPostle23,2l)V 
PostU23,3fl) V Post(e3H,3L) V Postle3S4R)
Post(e4l,41)V Post(e4l,1R)

As a result, we obtain a theory OT1. It is perhaps worth to re
mark that the added axioms do not imply (Itt) and (N2) because 
they do not exclude identities between objects from among 13,11, 
2H,2l,3R,3L,4R,4L,e12,e23,e3i*-,e41. Ihey exclude such identities 
only together with (N1) and (II2).

It is sometimes better to construct theories as some theories 
with equality. In particular, it is much more convenient to spe
cify nets by axioms in theories of Petri nets with equality.
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3. FOEMAL THEORIES 0? SIMULATIONS OP PETitf NBTS

Formal theories of simulations of Petri nets (i.e. of firing 
processes) can he constructed by extending theories of Petri nets.

To describe simulations of Petri nets which are described by 
a formal theory NT we add new primitive notions and axioms. It 
requires introducing an internal time and predicates which ex
press relationships between time instances and states or events.

To introduce the internal time we take into account concrete 
state occurrences in the simulation we want to describe, and con
sider them as time instances. Some of such state occurrences >aay 
be earlier or later than others, which gives an ordering of time 
instances. Assuming the point of view of an observer we may say 
that the ordering is linear. Next reasonable assumption is that
this ordering is, in some sense, similar to the ordering of
the natural numbers.

Now, the relationships between time instances and states or 
events can be expressed by Pre(c,e),Post(e,c), and by the fol
lowing predicates:

x s y (x Is identical with y)
x 4  y (x is not later than y)
Holds(c,t) (c holds at t)
Fires(e,t) (e fires at t)

It can be easily done after defining the predicates:

(23) I(x/<=* t3y)(y<x)
(T(x) means: x is a time instance)
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(D4) x < y  «=» ~ x  = y
(D5) Suc(x,y)«-*x<y4tVz)(xi:z$y =>z = x \ z  = y)
(D6) Fireable(e.t) <=* (Vc:Pre(c,e))Holds(c,t)4

(VcsPost(e,c))~Holds(c,t)
(D7) Untouched(c,t) <=$ (Ve:Pre(c,e))~Fires(e,t)<£

( Ve»Post(e,c))~Fires(e,t)

Namely, we assume the usual equality axioms, and the fol
lowing oues:

(PI) T(x)«=^ (3y)lx^y)
(the domain and codomain of ^  are identical)

(P2) T(x)<^=> x « x
(P3) = y
(P4)
(P5) ( Vx:T(x)) (x^y V y  ̂ x)
(P6) (3x)I(x)
(P7) for any formula A(x) with no free occurrence of ts 

( VtsT(t))(( Vxsx< t)A(x)=» A(t))=# ( Vt:T(t))A(t)
(P8) for any formula A(x) with no free occurrence of t or ys

(3 x:x < t)A(x) =$ (3x:x < t) (A(x) ( Vy :y <; t) (A(y) = > y 4  x))
l(P2)-(P8) say that £  Is a linear ordering of time instan
ces, and that ^ is, in a weak sense, similar to <*} )

(P9) Holds(c,t)=»C(c)£T(t)
(P10) Fires(e,t)=*E(e)<£T(t)

(the only objects satisfying Holds (Fires) are conditions 
(events) and time instances)

(P11) ( 3 e)Ei-I‘eakletei't)=^ ( ̂ e)Fires(e,t)
(if there are fireable events then some of them fire)



(P12) Fires(e,t)=>Fireable(e,t)
(only fireable events may fire)

(P13) Fires(e,t)=M 3  s) (Suc(t,s)^ ( \/c:Pre(c,e) )~Holds(c,3)4
( Vc:Postte,c))Holds(o,s))

(if an event e fires then the simulation has a continua
tion and, a-t the next time instance, the preconditions 
of e do not hold, and the postconditions of e hold)

(P14) Suc(t,s) ( 3e)Fires(e,t)
(V c:UntouchedIc,t))(Holds(c,s}<=> Holds(c,t)) 

(the only way to continue the simulation is firing of an 
event; holding of the conditions which are not pre- or 
postconditions of an event which fires do cot change)

(P15) ((Pre(c,e) ̂  Jre(c,f)) V (Post(e,c)<£ Post(f,c))<£
PiresCe,t)<£Fires(f,t) => e = f
(if two different events have a common pre- or postcondi
tion then at most one of them fires)

These axioms, together with (D3)-(D7), the usual equality 
axioms, and axioms of GOT, give a general net simulation theory 
(in brief GST). GST is an extension of GOT and describes any 
simulation of any Petri net.

To get a formal theory of simulations of some specific Petri 
nets which are described by a theory OT we extend OT (not GOT) 
by adding the usual equality axioms, (B3)-(D7), and (Pl)-(P15). 
tie call it general simulation theory of nets of OT and denote by 
GST(OT). In particular, GST = GST(NT).

To get a theory of some specific simulations of Petri nets 
of OT we have to extend GST(OT) by farther axioms. This leads to 
a new theory. «Ve call it net simulation theory (ST) and identify 
by indices if needed.

- 11 -
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For instance, in the case of the Petri net N1 that corresponds 
to the system of four colliding halls,and is described by the the
ory NT1, the general simulation theory GST(NT1) can be obtained by 
extending NT1 by the usual equality axioms, (Dj5)-(I>7), and (PI)- 
-(P15). If we want to construct a theory ST1 of simulations which 
start off the state in which the ball 1 is moving clockwise and 
other balls are moving c -nter-clockwise we extend GST(NT1) by the 
axiom:

Holds(1R,0)^ Holds(2L,0)$ Holds(3L,0)Holds(4L,0)^ 
~'Holds(1L,0)<SJ ~Holds(2R,0)^ ~Holds(3R,0) ̂  ~Holds(4R,0)

where 0 is the earliest time Instance (it exists by (P6),(P7)).
Having a theory like ST1 we could formulate and prove various 

properties of the corresponding simulations. Such properties are 
simply theorems of ST1. For instance, the property that any simu
lation never terminates can be formulated as:

( Vx:T(x))(3y*T(y))Suc(x,y)

and the process has this property if it is a theorem of ST1.
Of course, there are no such theorems in the general net 

simulation theory (GST). This theory is to weak and its theorems 
can only express some relationships between net properties and 
simulation properties.

4. ilODEIS AND CONSISTENCY

Any concrete Petri net N = (C,E,Pre,Post) may be considered 
as a model .of the general Petri net theory GNT. More precisely,
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«ving N we can construct the relational structure:

(C UE}C,E,Pre,Post)

with the underlying set CUE, two subsets C,E, and two binary re
lations Pre,Post in CUE, and this structure is a model of GOT.

It follows from existence of Petri nets (for instance, the 
net N1 which represent the system of four colliding balls) that 
GOT is consistent.

Now we show how to construct models of general net simulation 
theories.

Theorem 1 Let the Petri net N = (C,E, Pre,Post) be a model 
of a Petri net theory OT. Then there exists an initial segment T 
of the set Nat of natural numbers (.in particular, T may be iden
tical with Nat), a set HoldssCxT, and a set FiressExT such 
that the following conditions are satisfied:
(P) (e,t) e Pires4=»t € T^ t+1 € T ̂

( Vc:(c,e)e Pre)((c,t) € Holds <£ (c,t+1) / Holds) %
(Vc:(e,c)£ Post)((c,t) / Holds 4 (c,t+1)€ Holds)^

( Vc: (c,e) ¿Pre £ (e,c) /Post) ((c,t+1) 6 Holds i=»(c,t) e Holds) 
(C) t £ T  ̂ t+1 / T  —  ( 3e)((V°s(c,e)e Pre) ((c,t) € Holds) ̂

( Vc: le,c) 6 Post) ((c,t)/Holds)) 
and the relational structure:

P =  (CUEUT; C,E,T,Pre,Post, ^ .Holds,Fires) 
where ^ is the natural ordering of T, is a model of the general 
simulation theory GST(,NT) of nets of NT.

Proof. To construct T,Holds,Fires we choose a subset S,£C 
and define:

\
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H oldSQ= £(.c,0): c£ Sq J
Having defined Holds^ we choose any e e B such that

(Vc: (c,e) € Pre)llc,t) g Holds.j.) <£
(Vc:te,c)€ Post)Uc,t)^Holds^)

and define:

Holdst+1 = { lcf t+1): (e,c) 6 .Post V ((cf e)^Pre (c,t) € Holds^)} 
Firest = (le.t))

If there is no e satisfying the required condition we stop the 
process and put T = (o,1,...,tJ, and Fires.*. = 0. If there is an 
appropriate e for every t € Nat we put T = Nat.

Finally, we define:

Holds = LJ Holds*. , Fires = LJ Fires.*.
t«T v tiT *

It is easy to see that the constructed T,Holds,Fires satisfy (F) 
and (C). It is also easy to check that the structure P is a mo
del of GST(NT).

q.e.d.
Taking into account the completness theorem for the first- 

-order theories we come to the following conclusion.

Theorem 2 For any consistent Petri net theory NT the gene
ral simulation theory GST(NT) of NT is consistent.

Models of net simulation theories like that P from Theorem 1 
are of a particular sort. Namely, only one of fireable events 
fires at any time instance. In other words, such models are mo
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dels of a theory SST of sequential simulations. Such a theory is 
a simulation theory ST with the following additional axiom:

(S) Fires(e,t)^ Fireslf,t) —* e = f

We call its models sequential models of ST.
In general, there exist also non-seguential models of simu

lation theories. It happens if at a time instance there are dif
ferent fireable events e,f which are not in a conflict ti.e. have 
qo common pre- or postcondition). Then we can have:

US) (3t)(3e)( 0f)l~e = f^ Fires(.e,t)<^ Fireslf ,t))

and models in which this formula holds true are non-sequential 
ones.

Sometimes we are even interested only in such simulations of 
a Petri net described by a theory NT that

(NS1) Fireablete,t) Fireable(f,t)=^FireBle,t)<£ Fireslf,t)

holds true. It is the case when we want to ensure both e and f 
to occur immediately after the corresponding conditions hold. Then 
the simulations we are interested in are, in fact, models of a 
theory which we obtain from a given ST by adding INS1), and there 
is no sequential one among them. Of course, we could change ST by 
putting together e,f into a single event g and defining Pre(c,g) 
as Pre(c,e)V Prelc,f) and Post(g,c) as Postle,c)^Posttf,c). It 
might converse non-sequential models into sequential ones but it 
were only one of ways to remove non-sequentiality.

Considering models of the general simulation theory GST(HT) 
of Petri nets of NT we should also mention two facts.



/

First, as in the case of any first-order theory, there ar6 
non-standard models of GST (¡IT) in which the set of time instances 
can be of uncountable cardinality and can be ordered in a way 
different from the natural ordering cj of natural numbers.

Second, the class of models of GST(NT) is closed with respect 
to the operation of restricting the set T of time instances (and 
the corresponding ordering ^ of time instances) to any subset 
of the form (t€T: t ^ t 0 jfor some tQ eT.

5. INVARIANTS

llany of properties of processes can be proved by means of so 
called invariants.

An invariant formula (or an invariant) of a net simulation 
theory 3T is a formula I(t) of one free variable t such that

(Inv) I(t) =* ( Vx:x > t)I(x)

is a theorem of ST. In other words, an invariant is a time-depen
dent property which , when achieved at a time instance f remains 
unchanged in all the future.

There is a very simple criterion for a formula I(t) to be an 
invariant.

Theorem 3 A formula I(t) of a net simulation theory ST is an 
invariant of ST iff 
(Invl) I(t)^ Suc(t,s)=*I(s)
is a theorem of ST.

- 16 -



Proof. If x>t, lit) and ~Ilx) then, by IP?), there exists 
the earliest y such that y > t  and ~Ily). On the other hand, by 
IPS) and lit), there exists the latest z<y, and Suclz,y), t<z 
for this z. Thus we have Ily) which is impossible because of the 
assumption Unvl). Finally, I Vx:t <x)Ilx). The second part of 
the proof is trivial.

q.e.d.
Due to Theorem 3 we can easily check whether a formula lit) 

of a net simulation theory ST is an invariant of ST or not.
For instance, in the case of the general net simulation the

ory GSTL'ITl) which describes colliding of four balls it is easy 
to see that the formula:

I(t)«=» 1 left It) \/21eftlt) V31eftlt) V^leftlt) 

where:

1leftlt)«=*Holdsl1L,t)^ Holdsl2R,t)^ Holdsl3R,t)^ Holds 14R,t) 
~  HoldsUR,t) ̂  ~ Holdsl2L,t) <(~ Holdsl3L,t) 
~EoldsUL,t)

21eftIt )<=*• HoldsI1JA,t) Holds 12L,t) ̂  Holdsl3R,t) { Holds (4rf, t)$ 
~  Holds 11L, t) ̂  ~Holdsl2H,t)^ ~Koldsl3L,t) $

Holds 14L,t)
ileftIt)«=>Holds 11S ,t)^ Holdal2R,t)^Holdsl3L,t)^Holdsl4H,t)^ 

~  Holds 11 L,t) ̂  - Holdsl2L,t)<^ ~ Holdsl3R,t)^.
~  Holds UL,t)

41eft It) Holds 11 ti, t) 4 Holdsl2H,t) ̂ Holdsl3S,t)^ Holdsl4L,t)^ 
~  Holds 11 l,t)<^ ~  Holdsl2L,t) { ~  Holdsl3I.,t) £
~Holds143,t)

i3 an invariant. Similarly, the formulas:
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Holdsl1L,t)4=* ~Holdsl1Rf t) , Holds(2L,t)«=»~Holdsl2H,t) 
Holds13L,t)«=> ~ HoldsI5R,t), Holdsl4L,t)«=* ~Holds (H R ,t)

are invariants.

6. i;{DUCTIV3 FOii'uULAS

Another way to prove properties of processes is to prove 
that some formulas are so called inductive formulas.

An inductive formula of a net simulation theory ST is a for
mula lit) of one free variable t such that

llnd) I Vx:x<t)Ilx) =#Ilt)

is a theoren of ST. Such a formula is a time-dependent property 
which holds true at a time instance provided that it holds true 
in the past.

The role inductive formulas play in proving properties of 
processes bases on the following:

t

Theorem 4 If lit) is an inductive formula of a net simula
tion theory ST then 

I Vt:Tlt))Ilt) 
is a theorem of ST.

Proof. The theorem follows immediately from the axiom IP?) 
which is a kind of induction principle.

q. e. d.
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A way of proving that a formula is inductive results from 
the following»

Theorem 5 If HO) with the earliest time instance 0 and
Ht)<^ Sue It ,s) =» I Is) 

are theorems of a net simulation theory ST then lit) is an induc
tive formula of ST.

Proof. If t = 0 then HO) so that I Vx:x <it)Itx) => lit) is 
a theorem. If ~  t = O then there exists x <t so that assuming 
lVx:x<t)llx) we have a certain y < t  with Ily). Taking the la
test such y lit exists due to lP8)) we have no z with y < z < t  so 
that Sucly,t). Now, we have Ily) and Sucly,t) so that lit), by the 
assumptions of the theorem. Thus I Vxsx ̂ tjllx) =# lit) is a the
orem of ST.

q.e.d.
Combining Theorem 3 and 5 we obtain a very close connection 

between invariants and inductive formulas.

Theorem 6 Inductive formulas of a net simulation theory are 
exactly those invariants of this theory which hold true at the 
earliest time instance.

For instance, the quoted in the preceding section invariants 
of GSTCIT1) are inductive formulas.



7. MODE LUNG

Simulations of Petri nets are usually considered as models 
of other processes, iiow we try to show that it can sometimes be 
substantiated in a precise way.

Namely, having a formal theory T of a process P we caa often 
to construct a Petri net W that reflects rules according to which 
P runs. Then it is sufficient to interpret the theory T in a the
ory ST of simulations of iJ in such a way that the axioms of T 
become theorems of ST. If an interpretation of this type exists 
then some of simulations of N (those which are models of ST) can 
be reinterpreted as models of T.

Consider, for instance, the process P of collisions of four 
balls moving along a circle. Introducing time instances correspon
ding to state occurrences, like in the case of Petri net simula
tions, we caa formulate a formal theory T of P.

Primitive notions may be:

x = y f,x is identical with y)
x < y lx is not later than y)
ant) (the first ball is moving clockwise at t)
L1lt) t, " counter-clockwise at t)
R2It) (the second ball is moving clockwise at t)
L2lt} t " counter-clockwise at t)

(the third ball is moving clockwise at t)
L3lt) I " counter-clockwise at t).
H4lt) Ithe fourth ball is moving clockwise at t)
IAlt) I " counter-clockwise at t)
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Defining predicates Tlx) and x < y  as before we can assume the 
usual axioms of predicate calculus with equality, (D3),(D4),
(PI)-(P8), and

(BPO) (H1(x )=»T(x ))4 (I1(x)=>T(x))4la2(x)=»T(x)) ̂  
(L2(x )=»T(x ))4 (R3(x )=*T(x ))4(L3(x )=* T(x ))<
(R4(x)=* T(x)) 4 (IA(x)=*T(x))

(BP1) R1(t)<£ L2(t) =£ ( 3 s:t <s)(L1 (s)4 H2(s)^
( Yust^u <rs)(R1(u) 4 d2(u )))

(BP2) R2(t)^ L3(t)=^(3s:t<s)(L2(s)^R3(s)4
(Vu:t<u<s) (R2(u) 4 D3(u)))

(BP3) R3(t)^L4(t)=^(3s:t<s)(L3(s)^R4(s)4
( \/u:t^u<s) (R3(u )<£ IA(u)))

(BP4) R4(t)4 L1lt)=4 ( 3s;t < s )(IA(s ) 4 R 1 U ) 4
( Vust^u«io) (R4(u)<^ D1 (u) ))

are axioms of T.
Now, we can interprete the relations =, ^ of T as the rela

tions =,^ of GST(NT1), the predicate R1(t) of T as the predica
te Holds(1R,t) 4~Holds(1L,t) of GST(NT1), the predicate L1(t) 
of T as the predicate Holds(1L,t)4 ~Holds(1R,t) of GST(NT1), 
e.t.c.

It remains to prove that, for this interpretation of T in 
3ST(NT1), the axioms (BP0)-(BP4) become theorems of GST(NT1).

For instance, consider (BPl), Let R1(t)4L2(t). Then 
Holds(1R,t), ~Holds(1L,t), Holds(2L,t), ~Hold?’ !S,t) so that 
Fireable(e12,t), Fireable(e41 ,t), ^Fireable(e23,t) (due to the 
axioms (B1),(B2) of NT1 and (D6)).



In the case ~Fireable(e34,t) we have, by IP11), Fires(e12,t) 
so that, by (F13), there is s with Suclt,s), and ~Holds(1R, s), 
Holds UL,s), Holdst2R,s), ~Holdsl2L,s) for this s. Thus we have 
L1U) ̂  R2(s) and R1lu)<£L2lu) for all u with tiii<s.

In the case Fireablele34,t) we have again Fireste12,t), or 
~Fires(e12,t) FiresU34,t).

In the case ~Fires(e12,t) ̂  Fires (e34-,t) there exists loy 
(P13)) s with Suc(t,s), Holdsl3R,s), Holds(3L,s), Holds(4R,s), 
~Holdsl4L,s), and (by IP14)) R1 Is) 4 L2U), Fireablele12,e), 
~Fireablele23,s), ~  Fireablele41,s), ~  Fireablele34,s).

Now, repeating the preceding argumentation we get a certain 
u with Suets,u) and L1 tu) <£R2(u). As the only v with t ^ v c u  are 
t and s we have also I Vvst i v < u)t81(v)4 L2lv)).

•Thus, (BP1) becomes a theorem of GST(KT1). In a similar way 
we could prove that (BF2)-(BP4) become theorems tlBPO) is trivial) 
so that our interpretation preserves theorems of T.

The same idea could be applied to other processes. It seems 
to be also a handy tool of proving properties of simulations of 
Petri nets.

8. RECAPITULATION

We have shown how to construct formal theories of Petri nets 
and their simulations. It enables us to reduce the problen of 
formulating and proving properties of such nets and simulations 
to that of formulating and proving theorems in a formal theory.
In particular, we can study in this way how properties of simu
lations depend on net properties.
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Another possible application of the approach is to examine 
how various processes can be modelled by simulations of suitable 
nets. In particular,we can study modelling of a simulation of a 
net by a simulation of another. This gives a possibility to com
pare various nets, to examine their equivalency e.t.c.

The same approach can be applied in studying general non- 
-sequential processes.

,7e must emphasize here that our approach is subjective one 
in the sense of Petri[4]. In fact, we do not describe true non- 
-sequential processes. .ïe describe only how they look, like from 
the point of view of an observer. Nevertheless, such a subjective 
treatment is very often quite sufficient to answer all the ques
tions we really need to answer, for instance, the questions about 
mutual exclusion, deadlock, and various synchronisation proper
ties can be answered in this way.
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